
 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 
THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS  

EASTERN DIVISION 
 

PRINCESS KARIBO, 
  
 Plaintiff, 
 
v. 
 
THE PARTNERSHIPS AND UNINCORPORATED 
ASSOCIATIONS IDENTIFIED ON SCHEDULE “A”, 
 
 Defendants. 

 
 
Case No.:  1:22-cv-00280 
 
Judge Martha M. Pacold 
 
Magistrate Judge Heather K. McShain 

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER 
 

Plaintiff PRINCESS KARIBO (“PRINCESS KARIBO” or “Plaintiff”) filed a Motion 

for Entry of a Preliminary Injunction against the against the fully interactive, e-commerce 

stores operating under the seller aliases identified in Schedule A to the Complaint and attached 

hereto (collectively, “Defendants”) and using at least the online marketplace accounts 

identified in Schedule A (the “Online Marketplaces”). After reviewing the Motion and the 

accompanying record, this Court GRANTS PRINCESS KARIBO’s Motion in part as follows. 

This Court finds PRINCESS KARIBO has provided notice to Defendants in accordance 

with the Temporary Restraining Order entered January 21, 2022, [15] (“TRO”), and Federal 

Rule of Civil Procedure 65(a)(1).  

This Court also finds, in the absence of adversarial presentation, that it has personal 

jurisdiction over Defendants because Defendants directly target their business activities toward 

consumers in the United States, including Illinois. Specifically, PRINCESS KARIBO has 

provided a basis to conclude that Defendants have targeted sales to Illinois residents by setting 

up and operating e-commerce stores that target United States consumers using one or more 
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seller aliases, offer shipping to the United States, including Illinois, and have sold products 

using infringing versions of PRINCESS KARIBO’s federally registered copyrights, which are 

protected by Copyright Registration Nos. VA2274982; VA2274672; VA2274661; 

VA2274658; VA2274677; VA2274670; VA2274678; VA2274666; VA2274648; 

VA2274650; VA2274653; VA2274654; VA2274656; VA2274983; VA2274967; 

VA2274989; VA2274973; VA2274974; VA2274676; and VA2274979 (the “PRINCESS KAY 

Works”) to residents of Illinois. In this case, PRINCESS KARIBO has presented screenshot 

evidence that each Defendant e-commerce store is reaching out to do business with Illinois 

residents by operating one or more commercial, interactive internet stores through which 

Illinois residents can and do purchase products using infringing versions of the PRINCESS 

KAY Works. See Docket No. 12, which includes screenshot evidence confirming that each 

Defendant e-commerce store does stand ready, willing and able to ship its infringing goods to 

customers in Illinois bearing infringing versions of the PRINCESS KAY Works. 

This Court also finds that the injunctive relief previously granted in the TRO should 

remain in place through the pendency of this litigation and that issuing this Preliminary 

Injunction is warranted under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65. Evidence submitted in 

support of this Motion and in support of PRINCESS KARIBO’s previously granted Motion for 

Entry of a TRO establishes that PRINCESS KARIBO has demonstrated a likelihood of success 

on the merits; that no remedy at law exists; and that PRINCESS KARIBO will suffer 

irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted. 

Specifically, PRINCESS KARIBO has proved a prima facie case of copyright 

infringement because (1) Plaintiff is the owner of the registered PRINCESS KAY Works, (2) 

Defendants are not licensed or authorized to use any of the PRINCESS KAY Works, and (3) 
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Defendants’ use of the PRINCESS KAY Works is causing a likelihood of confusion as to the 

origin or sponsorship of Defendants’ products with PRINCESS KARIBO. Furthermore, 

Defendants’ continued and unauthorized use of the PRINCESS KAY Works irreparably harms 

PRINCESS KARIBO through diminished goodwill and brand confidence, damage to 

PRINCESS KARIBO’s reputation, loss of exclusivity, and loss of future sales. Monetary 

damages fail to address such damage and, therefore, PRINCESS KARIBO has an inadequate 

remedy at law. Moreover, the public interest is served by entry of this Preliminary Injunction 

to dispel the public confusion created by Defendants’ actions. Accordingly, this Court orders 

that: 

1. Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all persons acting 

for, with, by, through, under, or in active concert with them be preliminarily enjoined and 

restrained from: 

a. using the PRINCESS KAY Works or any reproductions, infringing copies, or 

colorable imitations in any manner in connection with the distribution, marketing, 

advertising, offering for sale, or sale of any product that is not a genuine PRINCESS 

KARIBO product or not authorized by PRINCESS KARIBO to be sold in connection 

with the PRINCESS KAY Works; 

b. passing off, inducing, or enabling others to sell or pass off any product as a genuine 

PRINCESS KARIBO product or any other product produced by PRINCESS 

KARIBO, that is not PRINCESS KARIBO’s or not produced under the 

authorization, control, or supervision of PRINCESS KARIBO and approved by 

PRINCESS KARIBO for sale under the PRINCESS KAY Works; 
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c. committing any acts calculated to cause consumers to believe that Defendants’ 

products are those sold under the authorization, control, or supervision of 

PRINCESS KARIBO, or are sponsored by, approved by, or otherwise connected 

with PRINCESS KARIBO; and 

d. manufacturing, shipping, delivering, holding for sale, transferring or otherwise 

moving, storing, distributing, returning, or otherwise disposing of, in any manner, 

products or inventory not manufactured by or for PRINCESS KARIBO, nor 

authorized by PRINCESS KARIBO to be sold or offered for sale, and which bear 

any of PRINCESS KARIBO’s registered copyrights, including the PRINCESS 

KAY Works, or any reproductions, infringing copies, or colorable imitations. 

2. Defendants shall not transfer or dispose of any money or other of Defendants’ assets in 

any of Defendants’ financial accounts. 

3. Upon PRINCESS KARIBO’s request, Defendants and any third party with actual 

notice of this Order who is providing services for any of Defendants, or in connection 

with any of Defendants’ Online Marketplaces, including, without limitation, any online 

marketplace platforms such as ContextLogic, Inc. (“WISH”) (collectively, the “Third 

Party Providers”), shall, within five (5) business days after receipt of such notice, 

provide to PRINCESS KARIBO expedited discovery, limited to copies of documents 

and records in such person’s or entity’s possession or control sufficient to determine: 

a. the identities and locations of Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, 

employees, attorneys, and any persons acting in active concert or participation with 

them, including all known contact information and all associated e-mail addresses; 
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b. the nature of Defendants’ operations and all associated sales, methods of payment 

for services, and financial information, including, without limitation, identifying 

information associated with the Online Marketplaces and Defendants’ financial 

accounts, including Defendants’ sales and listing history related to their respective 

Online Marketplaces; and 

c. any financial accounts owned or controlled by Defendants, including their officers, 

agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and any persons acting in active concert or 

participation with them, including such accounts residing with or under the control 

of any banks, savings and loan associations, payment processors or other financial 

institutions, including, without limitation, WISH, or other merchant account 

providers, payment providers, third party processors, and credit card associations 

(e.g., MasterCard and VISA). 

4. Upon PRINCESS KARIBO’s request, those with notice of this Order, including the Third 

Party Providers as defined in Paragraph 3, shall within five (5) business days after receipt 

of such notice, disable and cease displaying any advertisements used by or associated with 

Defendants in connection with the sale of infringing goods using the PRINCESS KAY 

Works. 

5. Any Third Party Providers, including WISH, shall, within five (5) business days of 

receipt of this Order: 

a. locate all accounts and funds connected to Defendants’ seller aliases, including, but 

not limited to, any financial accounts connected to the information listed in 

Schedule A hereto, the e-mail addresses identified in Exhibit 2 to the Declaration 
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of PRINCESS KARIBO, and any e-mail addresses provided for Defendants by third 

parties; and 

b. restrain and enjoin any such accounts or funds from transferring or disposing of any 

money or other of Defendants’ assets until further order by this Court. 

6. PRINCESS KARIBO may provide notice of the proceedings in this case to Defendants, 

including service of process pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(3), and any future motions, 

by electronically publishing a link to the Pleadings, this Order, and other relevant 

documents on a website or by sending an e-mail with a link to said website to the e- 

mail addresses provided for Defendants by third parties. The Clerk of the Court is 

directed to issue a single original summons in the name of “shanghongfu0716 and all 

other Defendants identified in the Complaint” that shall apply to all Defendants. The 

combination of providing notice via electronic publication and e-mail, along with any 

notice that Defendants receive from payment processors, shall constitute notice 

reasonably calculated under all circumstances to apprise Defendants of the pendency 

of the action and afford them the opportunity to present their objections. 

7. Plaintiff’s Schedule A to the Complaint [2], Exhibit 2 to the Declaration of Princess 

Karibo [12], and the TRO [15] are unsealed. 

8. Any Defendants that are subject to this Order may appear and move to dissolve or modify 

the Order as permitted by and in compliance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

and the Northern District of Illinois Local Rules. Any third party impacted by this Order 

may move for appropriate relief. 
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9. The Ten Thousand dollar ($10,000) bond posted by Princess Karibo shall remain with 

the Court until a final disposition of this case or until this Preliminary Injunction is 

terminated. 

 
Date: February 24, 2022 /s/ Martha M. Pacold 
 United States District Judge 
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Schedule A 
 

No. Defendant 
1 shanghongfu0716 
2 wanghaixia7089 
3 Atlantis spolt 
4 zhangtongtong162X 
5 wangmeiying452 
6 zhuyanhong4939 
7 rgfgbgggggf 
8 ALONZO11 
9 vcdfre33 
10 tianxiaojun5285 
11 rongji4717668716 
12 YLANDAYLANDA 
13 guaisoukepi 
14 Peter001 
15 sdltgfkhisdoi 
16 zengliuhao4284 
17 yutao9706 
18 Naturalapolis 
19 amblychromasia 
20 wangsiqi00564 
21 Bofors 
22 Tiger Industries 
23 shenfeiyaya 
24 surprise yangyang 
25 n3n36 
26 wudanggaoqiu 
27 morloy 
28 liurui97 
29 CAOHAOLOVE 
30 X2X2X6 
31 USFN RBK152 
32 hkjj~55 
33 FishCoCo 
34 Explosivo Lu 
35 Aoalygiver Toys 
36 Borgestodo 
37 xiaozhonqing 
38 Don't miss it again 
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39 CHENXIANG844 
40 Kawaiii 
41 Xiong Zhuo Network Technology Co., Ltd. 
42 HandsomeGir1 
43 Beautiful sunshine Store 
44 Mrs.Queen 
45 sweeat 
46 Xieting case 
47 xiaoxiaoli store 
48 windfan 
49 zhongju Interesting Gadgets 
50 Excellent Yourself 
51 HongHongLove 
52 Galaxy Man Man 
53 nihen28 
54 alegostore 
55 songguicai123 
56 Cool home 
57 Fangubi 
58 LL_Liang 
59 Panaderiasuprema 
60 mameilizhu 
61 liguijin 
62 jianhuafan 
63 shazhulao 
64 kuoguogongshi 
65 chuili fashion 
66 YIJIN47 
67 surprise xin 
68 PPPabcgg 
69 YIJIN28 
70 lishilei47852 
71 Michael & Cady Store 
72 Mrkitty 
73 Sexy Fun Store 
74 S6D6F6 
75 JJYYUU66 
76 S6S8S9 
77 omyg 
78 dnltd 
79 shenzhen tarico ltd 
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80 LUPINGJIANG2501 
81 cineangiography 
82 WKG Fly Shop 
83 htqc168 
84 Sanctuaries 
85 Alaonger Bags 
86 Creative Living Commodity Store 
87 simple 10ve 
88 lijiawei55033 
89 LilyCaishop 
90 LotusApparel 
91 huangxueling store 
92 jinzhipeng6982 
93 zhanglijia1213 
94 yangchangyu1234 
95 ResinTemi 
96 Pheasant 
97 Tini Unicorn 
98 merchizone 
99 bikebi 
100 shirtt 
101 jgde 
102 wangbotl 
103 piprintondemand 
104 hana's shop 
105 menghuan841002@163.com 
106 illc241shop 
107 Sunye123 
108 leilongdonxi 
109 jhfioahwui;osaihoisaihgioahsdfg 
110 zhangming520 
111 skdlxm10 
112 James Himes 
113 wangyiyan1314 
114 wangxiangrong6307 
115 sdgfdg~45 
116 awsres~44 
117 zhoutian3406 
118 YIJIN53 
119 liweiheng 
120 yuanhao1688 
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121 mingtianjiayoua 
122 surprise yan 
123 jimmy33002 
124 luoshudan4283 
125 corpuscare 
126 wangjiaxin23 
127 surprise bing 
128 surprise hong 
129 gaoqipeng3504 
130 surprise qing 
131 surprise young 
132 YIJIN29 
133 luoxing4386 
134 lijuanjuan5904 
135 jianwanchuan4293 
136 YIJIN32 
137 00IGMO 
138 minhui001 
139 g6g6g8g 
140 mafengqin159357 
141 liuyang7181 
142 ghght543 
143 wutingting6705 
144 kanglongsheng4444 
145 yexiaoxiaer 
146 dqzf97jing 
147 houliangyan66058 
148 linghuchanlin8548 
149 weihongbin7890 
150 niceVIP 
151 lijjianbing25800 
152 menzhiaya 
153 Michelle188 
154 timk 
155 lifeilong39 
156 lihuidong32430 
157 mimilu 
158 Health Beauty Base 
159 xiaojian2736 
160 liuzewang1788 
161 jianghaonanooop 
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162 niuliang4664466 
163 Life elves 
164 RichardSchwartz 
165 yanyanyystore 
166 delicate presents 
167 chunchunstore 
168 qingyanph 
169 luossphone 
170 xiewen3428 
171 Terry L Hugill 
172 zongkai6015 
173 homogeneous 
174 oberbrunnerclemmie92 
175 nengxingbb 
176 Xiao Lu World 
177 Livet Reichard Company 
178 Da Xiang fashion 
179 glucosazone 
180 xieqianqianksl 
181 SunTees 
182 UltraCorez 
183 qinziweiyt 
184 liubo66648 
185 zhaoqi0076 
186 L5L5L56 
187 KKKERR8 
188 feererr66 
189 DWDWE66 
190 Chott and Jay Sukow 
191 KKJJ66 
192 DDWW665 
193 Serita Whittington 
194 BBBRRR8 
195 qqwwq65 
196 K8K8K8 
197 tt8t8t8 
198 Sushi & Teriyaki 
199 ssdd66 
200 RioLeigh Beauty 
201 SSDDS656 
202 C6C66C6C 
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